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1Synthesizing Illustrated Documents:
A Plan-Based Approach
Elisabeth André, Thomas Rist
German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence
Saarbrücken Site, Stuhlsatzenhausweg 3
D-6600 Saarbrücken 11, Germany
Abstract :
The aim of our work* is to develop a system able to generate documents
in which text and pictures are smoothly integrated. Such tailoring requires
knowledge concerning the functions of textual and pictorial document parts
and the relations between them. We start from the assumption that not only
the generation of text, but also the generation of multimodal documents can
be considered as a sequence of communicative acts which aim to achieve
certain goals. Based on textlinguistic work, the structure of an illustrated
document is described by the hierarchical order of communicative acts and
the relations between them. In view of the generation of text-picture
combinations, we have examined relations which  frequently occur between
text passages and pictures, or between the parts of a picture. For the
automated generation of illustrated documents, we propose a plan-based
approach. To represent knowledge about presentation techniques, we have
designed presentation strategies which relate to both text and picture
production. Finally, we show by example how a document fragment is
synthesized.
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21 Introduction
The effective application of information systems, help systems, control panels, or expert systems of
the next generation requires intelligent user interfaces able to present information in a flexible manner
appropriate to various presentation situations (cf. [Wahlster et al. 89]). There seems to be general
agreement that in these interfaces the presentation of information should incorporate different modes,
particularly text and graphics. The most important motivation for using text-picture combinations is the
fact that in many situations information can be conveyed more precisely and efficiently through
illustrated documents than through the exclusive use of either text or graphics. However, the use of text-
embedded pictures is not advantageous per se, eg., see the experimental findings of text-picture
researchers discussed in [Levie 87] and [Molitor et al. 89], or  think of your own experience with badly
crafted manuals for maintenance and repair in which illustrations, rather than facilitating comprehension,
may even confuse the user.
The aim of our work is to develop a system able to generate documents in which text and pictures are
smoothly integrated. It is one thing to simply merge verbalization and visualization results into a
multimodal output, but quite another to generate presentations where textual and pictural parts are
tailored to each other. Therefore, such a system has to decide carefully when to use graphics/text in place
of text/graphics and when to use a mixture of both modes.
2 The Structure of Illustrated Documents
Our approach is based on the assumption that not only the generation of text, but also the generation
of multimodal documents can be considered as an act sequence which aims to achieve certain goals. We
presume that there is at least one act which is central to the goal of the whole document. This act is
referred to as the main act . Acts supporting the main act are called subsidiary acts .1 Since main and
subsidiary acts can, in turn, be composed of main and subsidiary acts, a hierarchical document structure
results. While the root of the hierarchy generally corresponds to a complex communicative act such as
describing a process, the leaves  are elementary acts, i.e., speech acts (cf. [Searle 69]) or pictorial acts (cf.
[Kjorup 78]).
The structure of a document is, however, not only determined by its hierarchical act structure, but
also by the role acts play in relation to other acts. In textlinguistic studies, a variety of coherence relations
between text segments has been proposed (e.g., see [Grimes 75] and [Hobbs 78]). Perhaps the most
elaborated set is presented in RST-theory (cf. [Mann&Thompson 87]). Examples of RST-relations are
Motivation , Elaboration , Enablement , Interpretation  or Summary . Text-picture researchers have
investigated the role a particular picture plays in relation to the accompanying text passage. E.g., Levin
has found five primary functions (cf. [Levin et al. 87]): Decoration, Representation, Organization ,
Interpretation  and Transformation. Hunter and colleagues distinguish between: Embellish, Reinforce,
1
 This distinction between main and subsidiary acts essentially corresponds to the distinction between global and subsidiary
speech acts  in [Searle 69], main speech acts and subordinate speech acts in [Van Dijk 80], dominierenden Handlungen  and
subsidiären Handlungen  in [Brandt et el. 83] and between nucleus  and satellites  in the RST-Theory proposed in [Mann &
Thompson 87].
3Elaborate , Summarize and Compare  (cf. [Hunter et al. 87]). An attempt at a transfer of the relations
proposed by Hobbs  to pictures and text-picture combinations has been made in [Bandyopadhyay 90].
Unfortunately, text-picture researchers only consider the communicative functions of whole pictures, i.e.,
they do not address the question of how a picture is organized. To get an informative description of the
whole document structure, one has to consider relations between picture parts or between picture parts
and text passages too. E.g., a portion of a picture can serve as background for the rest of the picture or a
text passage can elaborate on a particular section of a picture.
  ˚
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  Fig. 1: A Document Fragment2 and its Structure
To illustrate how a document containing pictures is organized, we analyze the document fragment in Fig.
1. The goal of this document fragment is to explicitly request the user to remove the cover of the
watercontainer of an espresso-machine. The actual request is conveyed through text (main act). To
motivate that request, the goal, i.e., the filling of the  watercontainer, is mentioned (subsidiary act). The
picture provides additional information which enables the addressee to carry out the request (subsidiary
act). The generation of the picture is also subdivided into a main act, which describes the result and the
actions to be performed, and a subsidiary act, which provides the background to facilitate orientation.
The right side of Fig. 1 summarizes the hierarchical act structure of the document fragment.
3 Design Criteria for Text-Picture Combinations
When designing an illustrated document, an author has to decide which mode combination is the most
suitable for meeting his goals. The decision-making process for mode selection is influenced by different
factors. These include: the kind of information content, the communicative functions that textual and
pictorial document parts ought to fill in a presentation, resource limitations (e.g., limitations due to the
2 The examples in this paper are slightly modified and translated versions of the instructions for the Philips espresso-machine
HD 5649.
4output medium, or space and time restrictions) and user characteristics (e.g., trained or untrained in
reading visual displays). In this paper, the first and the second factors are discussed in more detail.
3.1 Mode Preferences for Information Types
Given a certain information content, we first have to check which mode of presentation can be used.
E.g., it is very difficult or even impossible to graphically depict quantifiers (such as some  or a few) and
modalities (such as want, belief or necessity). In cases where  text as well as graphics may be employed,
the question of which mode conveys the information most effectively arises. Several classifications of
information content which seem relevant for selecting the mode of presentation have been proposed (cf.
[Bieger&Glock 84], [Roth&Mattis 90] and [Feiner&McKeown 90]). In the following, we present some
classification criteria which are of importance in the domain of maintenance and repair instructions for
technical devices; further criteria may be necessary, in particular when shifting to another domain.
Concrete information:  Information concerning visual properties of concepts (such as shape, color
and texture) is  classified as concrete. We regard events and actions as concrete if they involve physical
objects and if their occurrence causes visually perceptible changes. Since pictures seem to be superior in
teaching perceptual concepts (e.g., see [Molitor et al. 89]), graphics will be used in preference to text
when presenting concrete information.
Spatial information:  Since space is conceptualized mainly through objects, the category of spatial
information primarily includes information concerning the location, orientation and composition of
objects. Furthermore, events and actions can have a spatial component. Since a movement of a physical
object can be characterized by means of spatial concepts (such as the direction of movement or the
starting and end position), actions and events also get the attribute spatial   if they involve movements of
physical objects. In deciding how to present spatial information, we can partly fall back on empirical
psychological studies. E.g., Bieger and Glock (cf. [Bieger&Glock 86]) found out that in assembly
instructions spatial information is perceived faster if pictures are used; on the other hand, subjects
confronted with textual presentations make fewer mistakes when carrying out instructions. Thus, if the
emphasis of presentation is on speed, pure pictorial presentations of spatial information should be
preferred.
Temporal information:  In the domain of operating instructions, the temporal relations between states,
events or actions play an important part. The sequential order of events can be effectively communicated
by arranging pictures from top to bottom or from left to right. In some cases, subsequent events can be
depicted in a single picture (cf. Fig. 1). While precedence relations can be easily communicated through
pictures, the fact that two events overlap in time is hard to express pictorially. Furthermore, for a number
of time specifications, such as mostly   or periodically , pure textual presentations should be preferred in
order to avoid misconceptions.
Covariant information: Covariant information expresses a semantic relationship between at least two
pieces of information that vary together. Such relationships are: cause/effect , action/result,
5problem/solution , condition, and concession.3 Cause/effect and action/result relationships are often
expressed through a single picture, a sequence of pictures or through a text-picture combination. The
presenter has, however, to consider that cause/effect and action/goal relationships between (parts of)
pictures are often interpreted as pure temporal relationships. If it is not certain whether the addressee
recognizes the intended relationship, text should be used in preference to graphics.  To ensure that a
problem/solution relationship is correctly interpreted, the problem should be presented in text unless a
kind of picture language is used (e.g., in [Strothotte&Schmid 90], a question mark indicates that a picture
presents a problem.). Condition and concession relationships can hardly be expressed by graphics
without verbal comments.
 3.2 Achievement of Communicative Goals
As discussed in section 2, pictures can accomplish certain communicative functions with respect to
text and vice versa. Among other uses, pictures and text may be used to define, describe, inform, show,
elucidate, motivate, enable, elaborate, summarize, provide a background, warn, prove, compare, attract
attention or to persuade. For the design of illustrated documents, we are especially interested in those
communicative functions that appear frequently in text-picture combinations. Such functions can be
found in text-picture research or can be derived from the pragmatic relations between pieces of discourse
set up in textlinguistic studies, e.g., in RST-theory. In the following, some of these functions are
presented.
Attract-Attention: The text directs the addressee's attention to special aspects of the picture/text. E.g.
directives, such as "Look at ..." can be used to tell the addressee what is important in a picture.
Furthermore, a part of a picture can emphasize other document parts, e.g., think of arrows pointing to
important objects.4
Compare:  Two document parts provide a comparison between several concepts. To emphasize the
differences or parallels between the concepts, the same presentation modes should be used for describing
the concepts.
Elaborate: One part of a document provides further details about another part. Text can elaborate on a
picture, e.g., by specifying attributes of an object shown in the picture. On the other hand, a picture can
elaborate on text, e.g., by showing an object belonging to a verbally described class. Pictures can also
elaborate on other pictures, e.g., think of an inset that shows further details of a depicted object.
Enable:  The picture/text provides additional information in order to enable the addressee to perform
the requested action. E.g., a request may be accompanied by a picture showing how an action should be
carried out. The request is either implicit or verbally expressed.
3 These relations also appear in RST-theory to describe a semantic relation between real world entities.
4 This situation must not be confused with situations where a document part attracts the addressee's attention because of its
visual appearence (e.g., because of its size, position or color).
6Elucidate: One document part provides an explanation or interpretation of another part. E.g., text can
be used to express the meaning of a picture or to clarify graphical techniques. While text can explain
pictures or text passages, pictures can explain text, but normally not other pictures (cf. [Muckenhaupt
86]).
Motivate: The addressee is to be motivated to comply with a request. This goal can be met by means of
pictures or by means of text. Think of an advertisement showing a cup of steaming coffee to motivate
people to buy this coffee. The request follows from the context or is conveyed through text.
Prove:  The picture/text produces evidence for a verbal claim. Since pictures increase authenticity (cf.
[Smith&Smith 66]), they are well suited to support a claim.
Provide-Background:  One document part establishes the context for the other. E.g., text may provide
the necessary background information for a picture that shows a device from an extraordinary
perspective. Background can also be provided by parts of a picture, e.g., a picture of an object may
include further objects in order to reduce ambiguities by showing the object's spatial context.
Summarize: The picture/text provides an organized, reduced form of the text structure.  E.g., a picture
may be presented in advance to show the most important parts of a machine which are described in detail
by text. On the other hand, text may be used to summarize the content of a picture.
4 Planning Illustrated Documents with Presentation Strategies
We start from the assumption that the author of a document has a set of presentation strategies at his
disposal which can be selected and combined according to the task. Such strategies reflect general
presentation knowledge as indicated in section 3 or they embody more specific knowledge of how to
present a certain subject. To represent the strategies, we follow the approach proposed in [Moore&Paris
89] and [Moore&Swartout 89] to operationalize RST-theory for the planning of texts.
A strategy consists of a name, a header, an effect, a set of applicability conditions, and the main and
subsidiary acts. The effect of a strategy refers to an intentional goal, e.g., the addressee knows a
particular concept5. To represent intentional goals, the modal operators Goal, Bel and BMB  (cf.
[Cohen&Levesque 85]) are used as in Hovy's RST planner (cf. [Hovy 88]). The expression (Goal P x)
stands for: The presenter P has x as goal. (Bel P x) means: P believes that x is satisfied. (BMB P A x) is
an abbreviation for the infinite conjunction: (Bel P x) & (Bel P (Bel A x)) & (Bel P (Bel A (Bel P x))),
etc. The header indicates the communicative function of a document part (e.g., to motivate). The
applicability conditions specify in which situation a certain strategy can be used and put restrictions on
the variables to be instantiated. The main and subsidiary acts form the kernel of the presentation
strategies. Following textlinguistics studies (cf. [Brandt et al. 83]), we also permit strategies which contain
no main act and allow for the combination of several main acts in a communicative unit if none of them is
subordinated. The mode of presentation is indicated in the header. It is derived from the mode of the
5
 In [Moore&Paris 89], the effect may also be a rhetorical relation.
7main acts. Depending on whether the main acts are realized in text, graphics or both modes, the values
TEXT, GRAPHICS or MIXED are assigned. The mode remains unspecified until mode decisions are made
for the main acts of a strategy. In the following, some presentation strategies are listed:
[1] Name:
Explicit-Request
Header:
(Explicit-Request P A ?action TEXT)
Effect:
(BMB P A (Goal P (Done A ?action)))
Applicability Conditions:
(Goal P (Done A ?action))
Main Acts:
(Request P A ?action)
Subsidiary Acts:
(Motivate P A ?action ?mode-1)
(Enable P A ?action ?mode-2)
Strategy 1 can be used to explicitly ask an addressee to perform an action. The first subsidiary act serves
as a motivation; the second provides information which enables him to carry out the action. Since an
action can be motivated and enabled by text, graphics or a mixture of both, the mode is not specified in
the strategy.
[2] Name:
Enable-by-Describing-Result-Action
Header:
(Enable P A ?action ?mode)
Effect:
(BMB P A (Causes ?action ?result))
Applicability Conditions:
(Bel P (Causes ?action ?result))
Main Acts:
(Inform P A (Causes ?action ?result) ?mode)6
To enable the execution of an action, the addressee should be informed about what he has to do and
which result is desired (cf. Strategy 2). This information can be conveyed using Strategy 3 which
provides for describing the result in a main act and the action in a subsidiary act. Inform and Describe
refer to complex communicative acts which can be refined into elementary textual or pictorial acts, such
as Assert or Depict.
[3] Name:
Inform-Result-Action
Header:
(Inform P A (Causes ?action ?result) ?mode-1)
Effect:
(BMB P A (Causes ?action ?result))
Applicability Conditions:
(Bel P (Causes ?action ?result))
Main Acts:
(Describe P A (Result ?result) ?mode-1)
Subsidiary Acts:
(Describe P A (Action ?action) ?mode-2)
6
 In an earlier version of our system, the mode had been specified already in this place. The disadvantage of this method is
that it bears combinatorical problems. For each mode combination, we had to specify an individual strategy.
8The result of an action can be described by describing all changes caused by the action. As an
example, we look at a  change of orientation. Such changes can be described by showing the objects
involved in the action with their new orientation (cf. Strategy 4). When showing  a picture of an object,
we have to ensure that the addressee relates the picture objects to the same world objects as the presenter.
If the picture is ambiguous, Strategy 5 can be applied to depict the object as a part of a larger object. The
optional subsidiary act in Strategy 4 will only be carried out when enough space is available. As in
Strategy 5, additional objects are depicted to facilitate the spatial orientation of the addressee.
[4] Name:
Show-Orientation
Header:
(Describe P A (Orientation ?orientation ?x)  GRAPHICS)
Effect:
(BMB P A (Orientation ?orientation ?x))
Main Acts:
(Depict P A (Orientation ?orientation ?x) ?px  ?picture)
Subsidiary Acts:
(Achieve P (BMB P A (Identifiable-P A ?x ?px ?picture)) ?mode-1)
(*opt* (Bel P Space-Available-P)
(Achieve P (Fac-Orientation A ?x ?px ?picture) ?mode-2))
[5] Name:
Enable-Identification-by-Background
Header:
(Provide-Background P A ?x ?px ?picture GRAPHICS)
Effect:
(BMB P A (Identifiable-P A ?x ?px ?picture))
Applicability Conditions:
(AND (Bel P (Perceptually-Accessible-P A ?x))
(Bel P (Part-of ?x ?z)))
Main Acts:
(Depict P A (Background ?z)  ?pz ?picture)
Subsidiary Acts:
(Achieve P (BMB P A (Identifiable-P A ?z ?pz ?picture)) ?mode)
To automatically generate documents, the presentation strategies are treated as operators of a
planning system. During the planning process, the planner tries to find strategies which are either
specified by the header or whose effect matches the presentation goal. The planner then checks whether
their applicability conditions hold. If several strategies are applicable, metarules are applied, cf. 6.
Among other things, these metarules embody information concerning specific mode preferences and the
extent to which different modes can be combined. The criteria discussed in section 3 can be used as
arguments voting for or against a particular mode of presentation for a certain information content in a
specific situation. These arguments are collected and weighed against each other.
[6] IF  (IS-A ?current-attribute-value Spatial-Concept)
   THEN  (Dobefore *graphics-strategies* *text-strategies*)
After the selection of a strategy, the corresponding main and subsidiary acts are carried out unless the
corresponding presentation goals are already satisfied. Whether the main acts are performed before or
after the subsidiary acts is conditional upon their dependency on the subsidiary actions. E.g., to elucidate
a picture, knowledge about the picture is necessary. In this case, the picture has to be produced first.
After that, it can be examined by anticipating the addressee's understanding processes. Elementary acts,
9such as Depict or Assert, are carried out by the graphics and text generators. In some situations, the
generators might not be able to accomplish the requested acts. Thus, the planner has to modify its initial
plan. In other cases, the generator might find out that there are better solutions. E.g., since the planner
has no geometrical knowledge, it does not know when the graphics designer is able to incorporate
information in a single picture. Thus, it requests the graphics designer to add a background  for each
depicted object. In case the graphics designer is able to convey the requested information in a single
picture, this background has to be added only once. Consequently, the structure of the document can be
simplified by factoring out the background.
When planning a document, one has to consider that information concerning decisions about the
chosen modes of presentation can influence further decisions. As an example, we suppose that the system
has to compare two objects. This can be done by describing the different values of a common attribute.
At this time, the only restriction is that both descriptions should be realized in the same mode. Once the
system has decided on the mode for the attribute value of the first object, this choice must be made
available for describing the value of the second object. We tackle this problem by passing mode
information during the planning process both from top to bottom and from bottom to top (cf. Fig. 2).
 
?mode-1 = ?mode-2
MA
(Describe P A (?attribute ...) ?mode-2)
MA
(Depict P A  (?attribute ...) ...)
MA
. . .
(Provide-Background P A ...)
SA
(Compare P A (?attribute  ...) (?attribute  ...) ...)
(Describe P A (?attribute ...) ?mode-1)
 := GRAPHICS?mode-2
 := GRAPHICS?mode-1
Fig. 2: Passing of information
Knowledge concerning the structure and the contents of the document at different stages is managed
by a document handler.  The document handler does not only serve as a database. It also transforms
knowledge in a form readable for the component accessing it. E.g., to generate references to parts of a
picture, geometrical data have to be transformed into spatial relations (cf. [André et al. 90]).
5 Building up Illustrated Documents: An Example
In the following, we will explain how the graphics and text generator are driven by the planner. Let's
assume that the planner as the presenter has selected Strategy 1 to request the addressee to switch on the
espresso-machine and sends the message (Request P A turn-1) to the text generator which starts with the
utterance7 . We presume that the addressee knows why the action should be carried out. Thus, we don't
7
 In this paper, we focus on content selection for text-picture combinations. Problems of content realization (e.g., lexical
choice, image rendering) are not addressed here.
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need to motivate him. To enable the action, Strategy 2 is used. According to Strategy 3, an action can be
enabled by describing its result and its course. As mentioned earlier, a result of an action can be
described by describing all changes happening to involved objects. In our case, only the orientation of
knob-1 has changed. Since a change of orientation is considered as spatial (cf. section 3.1) and no mode
restrictions have to be considered at this time, the planner decides to convey this information by showing
the knob with its new orientation. Thus, the graphics generator receives the message (Depict P A
(Orientation ori-1 knob-1) ?px ?pic) and designs a new picture pic-1 including the picture object p -
1 which refers to knob-1. The planner then checks whether the depicted knob can be identified. Since
it's most probably not clear to the addressee which knob is shown, the planner decides to provide
background information to resolve the ambiguity. In our example, this is accomplished by showing the
spatial context (cf. Strategy 5). The graphics generator receives the message (Depict P A (Background
em-1) ?pz pic-1) and modifies the current picture. As a consequence of modifications, initially visible
objects might be occluded or no longer recognizable. After each change, the graphics generator,
therefore, has to check whether the predicates Visible-P and Recognizable-P are still satisfied. In our
example, the knob is no longer recognizable in detail. The graphics generator solves this problem by an
inset. According to the subsidiary act in Strategy 3, the course of the turning action has to now be
described. Since turning the knob involves motion, the trajectory of the knob is described by showing an
arrow that indicates the direction of motion. Because the graphics generator is able to incorporate the
arrow into the inset of pic-1, no further picture generaton is necessary. Some snapshots of the planning
and generation processes are shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3: Plan-Based Synthesis of a Text-Picture Combination
6 Comparison to Related Research
Although there is broad interest in the automatic generation of multimodal explanations (cf.
[Sullivan&Tyler 89] and [Arens et al. 89]), text and graphics are usually treated independently of each
other. In this section, we focus on two other systems in which the integration of text and graphics is
1 1
addressed: the system SAGE  (cf. [Roth et al. 89] and [Roth&Mattis 90]) and the system COMET (cf.
[Elhadad et al. 89] and [Feiner&McKeown 90]). The system SAGE automatically generates explanations
of changes for quantitative modeling systems. While the graphics generator is based on the APT system
(cf. [Mackinlay 88]), text planning is performed by using schemas (cf. [McKeown 85]). Roth and
coworkers distinguish between data characteristics and the function of a presentation, but this
information is primarily used to select graphical techniques. The COMET  system automatically generates
multimodal explanations of equipment maintenance and repair procedures. In contrast to SAGE,
COMET uses schemas to produce a common content description for both generators. After content
selection, the content description is annotated with  mode indications according to the type of information
to be conveyed.  Compared to SAGE, this approach enables a tighter coordination between the two
generators.
In contrast to SAGE and COMET, we use a plan-based approach for content selection as proposed in
[Moore & Paris 89] for text generation. An important difference in our work concerns the flow of
control. In our system, mode selection happens not after, but during content planning. As soon as the
mode of presentation is determined, the information to be conveyed is sent to the generators. This
method enables the planner to easily add information to be presented depending on the selected mode
and the results of the generators. E.g., when generating a picture of a special object, the planner checks
in a subsidiary act whether the picture is comprehensible, and adds pictorial or verbal elements if
necessary.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have argued that not only the generation of text, but also the synthesis of
multimodal documents can be considered as a communicative act which aims to achieve certain goals. We
have introduced presentation strategies to represent knowledge about presentation techniques. In order
to decide between several presentation strategies, we have examined how the kind of information to be
conveyed influences mode selection and which communicative functions single document parts play in
text-picture combinations.  For the realization of a system able to automatically generate illustrated
documents, we have proposed a plan-based approach. The joint planning of text and pictures is regarded
as a fundamental prerequisite for the coordination of different modes.
So far, we are concerned with the selection of the presentation mode for a given information content.
Since in general one and the same information content can be expressed in a number of ways in a single
mode, we also need  criteria to rank the effectiveness of alternative graphical or textual presentations.
E.g. when designing a picture, one has to ensure that its complexity does not exceed the addressee's
perceptual and cognitive abilities.
Due to the planning process, each generated document part  is associated with a certain
communicative function specified in the presentation strategies. Thus, text and pictures are always
related to each other. The communication process is, however, only successful if the addressee is able to
derive the intended relations. In the future, we will therefore investigate how  the relations between
document parts can be effectively communicated. Research up to now has concentrated on textual
1 2
relations (cf. [Scott&deSouza 90]). Text-picture researchers provide only a few hints. E.g., to convey a
contrast relation between two pictures, the pictures should agree in form and style and be placed side by
side. To provide evidence, realistic pictures should be chosen.
A prototype of the presentation planner and parts of the two generators have been implemented in
Commonlisp on a MacIvory Lispsystem running Release 7.2. These components will be integrated into a
complex tool for the knowledge-based presentation of information.
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